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CAROLYN ARNOLD is an international
bestselling and award-winning author, as
well as a speaker, teacher, and inspirational
mentor. She has several continuing fiction
series and has many published books. Her
genre diversity offers her readers everything
from
police
procedurals,
hard-boiled
mysteries, and thrillers to action adventures.
Her crime fiction series have been praised by
those in law enforcement as being accurate
and entertaining. This led to her adopting
the trademark: POLICE PROCEDURALS
RESPECTED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT™.
Carolyn was born in a small town and enjoys spending time outdoors, but she also
loves the lights of a big city. Grounded by her roots and lifted by her dreams, her
overactive imagination insists that she tell her stories. Her intention is to touch the
hearts of millions with her books, to entertain, inspire, and empower.
She currently lives near London, Ontario, Canada with her husband and two beagles.
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Four Series
Detective Madison Knight Series
Murder. Investigation. The pursuit of justice.

***Hélène Joy (Durham County, Murdoch Mysteries) to star as
Detective Madison Knight in the series adaptation currently
being developed by Muse Entertainment and Pop Fiction.***
Nail-biting police procedurals for those who love their mysteries honest and true to life. These
stories are praised and respected by law enforcement for their accuracy and pull readers into
the investigations, enticing them to put the clues together and solve the case before the cops.
Step behind the crime scene tape, enter the morgue, and get an up-close look at forensics
with Detective Madison Knight. She’s with Major Crimes for the Stiles Police Department—a
fictional US city with authentic cases. She’s fiercely independent and tenacious and will stop at
nothing to get justice for murder victims.

Brandon Fisher FBI Series

Serial killers. Profilers. The hunt is on.
Heart-pounding psychological thrillers for readers fascinated with serial killers. Each installment
is a new case with a fresh bloody trail to follow. Join FBI Special Agent Brandon Fisher and his
team with the Behavioral Analysis Unit as they profile and hunt some of the most deviant and
darkest minds on the planet. The team is stationed in Quantico, Virginia, but their mission to
stop killers takes the agents all over the United States.

Detective Amanda SteeleSeries
Gritty. Raw. Unapologetic.

Immersive crime fiction for fans who love their mysteries set in a small town and hard-boiled
to perfection. From the murder scene to the morgue, interrogation of suspects and following
down leads, you’ll feel like you’re part of the investigation. Realistic and complex characters,
accurate police procedures and forensics paired with tight, serious writing make these books
read more like true crime than fiction. Meet Homicide Detective Amanda Steele with the Prince
William County Police Department in Woodbridge, Virginia. She’s smart, motivated, and real.
Her tragic past has her claiming to be no one’s mentor, but she’s more hero than she thinks.

Matthew Connor Adventure Series
Make some room, Indiana Jones…

Readers will want to strap themselves in for adventure with modern-day archeologist and
treasure hunter Matthew Connor and his friends. Born and raised in Toronto, Ontario, Matthew
is rarely home as his quests have him trotting around the globe to uncover legends and
priceless artifacts. Sometimes, he even needs to step in to save the world from certain doom.
These books will be sure to please fans of the genre who love action, suspense, and intrigue,
and indulge the history buff with just enough facts and myth to keep the pages turning.
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THRILLING

Testimonials
The Highest Praise for CAROLYN ARNOLD
“Fans of crime fiction will be moved and enthralled by In the Line of Duty,, as much an action-packed
mystery as it is a heartfelt tribute to police who give up their lives to protect others.”
–Publishers Weekly
“Carolyn Arnold uses suspense and the smoothness of the prose to seduce the reader and
have their undivided attention as they sail through the gripping pages.” –Readers’ Favorite
“I am a huge fan of Carolyn Arnold’s writing! She writes amazing adventures with accurate
information that leaves the mystery hanging until the very end – and I cannot get enough!!“
–Leels Loves Books
“There are some authors whose books you just have to read whenever they have a new release, no matter how much
your TBR is over ﬂowing. Carolyn Arnold is one such author for me.” –Totally Addicted to Reading
“I like Carolyn Arnold’s writing whether it’s a cozy mystery or an FBI thriller or something in between. Her writing ﬂows
well and her characters are realistic.” –Bound 4 Escape

Praise from Law Enforcement
“Usually it’s hard for me to read cop books without picking them apart but once I started
this one I couldn’t put it down. Ties That Bind was more realistic than anything I’ve ever
read and for the entire book I felt like it was me. The way Carolyn wrote Madison
describes me and the way I work and even my personal life to a t. I have never felt
more connected to a character. Thank you for creating something so real.”
–Rebecca Hendrix, Deputy, LeFlore County Sheriﬀ’s Department Poteau,
Oklahoma on Ties That Bind (Detective Madison Knight series)
“A great police procedural that holds your interest to the end! While I usually
have figured out most police procedurals long before the end, this was not the
case here. The ending was a surprise! The characters are well developed and a
mix of interesting personalities.”
–Mark Davis, Retired FBI Special Agent, Washington, District of Columbia on Eleven
(Brandon Fisher FBI series)
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